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1
2

THE CHIEF jfcjtcE*

3

ORAL ARGUTE‘IT CF EGBERT HERMANN,

4

ON BEHALF OF THE APPELLANT
YR. HER HANS t

5

6

Yen may proceed.
ESC.,

Tr. Thief Justice, and may it

plea se the Court;
The veterans*

7

preference granted in New York's

8

Constitution

was uphsli by tnis Court a dozen years ago

9

against an identical challenge, that it impermissibly

10

discriminated against veterans who were not residents of

11

New York at the time they were inducted.

12

called August against Bronstein.

That case was

The Second Circuit felt; that August against

13
14

Bronstain was no longer good law in light of

15

doctrinal developments in this Court, specifically the

16

"obed

17

against Bernalillo County, although that had not been

18

deciiai at the

against Willi an 3 case, and

recent

presumably Hooper

time.

19

We believe that these recent decisions do not

20

overrule the August, and that New York's classification

21

is reasonably designed to fuLfill legitimate stata

22

purposes.

23

Veteran preference laws have a lone history in

24

this country, and their constitutionality is a vail

25

settled matter.

New York, as well as IS other states,
3
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1

conditions the award on veterans’ preference credits on

2

residence in the state at the time of induction into the

•5

military .

Fince the 1920 *s New York has promised in its

4
5

Constitution that if a residant goes into the armed

6

services, serves during time of war, and is honorably

i

discharged, that parson on passing a Civil Service

8

examination is entitled to five additional points in

9

competing for public employment.
That commitment, has

10

never been withdrawn, and

11

the commitment can only be withdrawn, we emphasize, by

12

amending the State Constitution.
QUESTION*

13
14

Hr. Hermann, is there any time limit

imposed on the exercise of this privilege or benefit?
YE. HERMANN*

15

No, I do not believ^ there is.

16

It’s a one time privilege but

17

3. ts use.

there is no time limit on

We believe that whether New York’s

18
19

constitutional

20

matter or as an egual protection matter, the result here

21

turns on

22

rationally furthers a leaitim ate stare purpose, and the

23

Court of

24
25

provision is viewed as a right

to travel

whether at a minimum, New York's classification

Appeals, we know, is divided on this point.
We believe t.ne essential error in the Second

Circuit's opinion was that it

failed to perceive that New

4
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1

York's law rationally does further legitimate state

2

purposes because the Second Circuit viewed the law simrly

3

as a retrospective measure, a reward for past services.

4

It largely ignored the law’s prospective function as an

5

incentive measure, one designed to encourage service in

6

the military, tc encourage persons to return to the State

7

of New York, and to engage ia

8

and these are separate purposes which I’ll discuss in a

9

moment.

10

public servire thereafter,

But, unlike the New Mexico and Alaska statutes

11

struck down in recent cases of this Court, New York's

12

Constitution is ind has bean for a long time

13

forward-looking.

14

formal opinion the State’s Attorney General described the

15

law as largely se Lf-executing , and by that he meant that,

16

as part of the State’s Constitution it guaranteed

17

benefits, and the only function of the Legislature was to

18

prescribe the periods of award.

19

General's opinion 40 years aao specifically said that a

20

veteran of a war who would hive a cause cf action in New

21

York State courts for this right even if the Legislature

22

failed to determine tins of iward.

23

Forty years ago, in an informal -- in a

these

AnA the Attorney

Thus, this is not an after the fact attempt by

24

the State simply to take care of its own, and

we believe

25

that the fact that the Court of Appeals overlooked
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this

1

2

is the critical flaw in its whole -QUESTION;

Isn't the origin of that concept of

3

taking care of their own, as you put it, something that

4

goes hack to at least the Civil War when the states

5

raise! the troops an!

6

was true earlier?

7

sent t.nem in,

MP. HEEKftNN;

an! of course that

That is correct, Your Ponor.

We

8

discussed some cf that history, both the constitutional

9

history an!

the legislative history, in our brief.

New

10

York's statute goes back at least until the Civil War,

11

and I think it's worth observing that the Second Circuit

12

has no .liscussien whatsoever in its opinion of the nature

13

of that history, or of the important fact we rely on here

14

which is that it's a constitutional commitment.

15

The Second Circuit found that New vcrk has no

16

legitimate interest in encouraging its residents to serv*

17

in the military, bat tne Court offered

18

citation for that conclusion in ref erring simply to

19

patriotism, as it described it.

20

nc sunpcrt c-r

We submit that New York has acted from

21

patriotic motives, end

22

in declaring illegitimate New York's interest

23

encouraging its residents to serve.

24
25

QUESTIJN;

that the Second Circuit -was wrong

May I ask this questio^,

in

does it

apply to people who were drafted as well as those who
5
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1

enlist?

2

”R. HERMANN«

3

QUESTION*

4

MR. HERMANN';

Yes, it does, Your Honor.

riu t you've said in that respect -As to poo pie who are drafted, it

5

certainly doesn't serve to encourage service in the

6

military, but it does serve two subsequent, functions of

7

encouraging them, to return to the state and encouraging

8

them to engage in public service thereafter.

9

QUESTION;

General Hermann,

do you think, that's

10

really what the legislature nad in mind when the people

11

adopted this part of the Constitution, ell c.f these

12

rather fine-spun rationales for why the thing might pass

13

a court test?

14

just kind of gratitude for people who have served in the

15

service ani wanting to give them a

16

after they get cut?

17

Isn't the usual motivation for — it’s

HP. HERMANN

t

little bit of a break

Certainly that's one of the major

18

reasons why these str tutes and these constitutional

19

provisions have been enacted,

20

justification given in most of the case law,

21

for these statutes is fourfold, and two of those purposes

22

-- at least one of tie major purposes always described is

23

to encourage service in the military, and we do rely on

24

that as a motivation.

25

QUESTION;

but the standard
Your Honor,

You say it's given in the case law.
7
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1

You think, then, the courts are probably the best finders

2

of legislative motivation in a case like this?

3

ffR. HFHKANSi

4

here, again we submit,

5

that any basis which can be put forward to rationally

6

justify the statute should be sufficient to sustain its

7

validity.

is the rational basis standard so

In the initial -- in the August against

8

9

I think the applicable standard

Bronstein decision, the Court found that these were the

10

four purposes which <>:e served, and relying on the

11

opinion of Chief Judge Friendly in a case called Fussall

12

against Hedges we believe that the states do have a role

13

as states in encouraging service of their residents in

14

the military, and

15

states the role as sach in providing for national

16

defense,

that the institution does cjve the

and we looked at two things specifically.
Under Article I, Section 8 of the Constitution,

17
18

the authority to raise militias according to the

19

discipline prescribed by Congress is re -ervpd

20

states,

21

and T am quoting,

22

the authority of training the militia."

23

to the

and Clause 15 explicitly reserves to the states,
"the appointment, of the officers and

And similarly, the Second Amendment to the

24

Constitution recognizes that a well regulated militia is

25

necessary to the security of a free state, and under the.
8
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1

Constitution , COP.5C23 3 is snjousrsi to on 11 up and

2

historically has often called up the militia,

3

National Guard, in time of war to provide for the common

4

defense, and indeed at this time many of the nation’s

5

combat-ready units are included in the state militias.

6

Thus, we believe tie state as a state, under

the State

7

our Constitution, has an interest in encouraging its

8

residents to serve ia the military.

9

just before a time of war, a

Similarly, during cr

military draft becomes a

10

greater probability than would otherwise be the case, and

11

of course mush more important

12

case.

than would otherwise be the

Under our draft laws, quotas are set for each

13
14

state based on the number of eligible persons in that

15

state and based on

16

nationwide, and a state unde:

17

gets credit for the number of persons currently in the

18

service.

19

seek to encourage volunteer service both in order tc

20

assist the nation and to assist the state in meeting its

21

quotas under the national defense system, and

22

may seek to minimize the burden on non-v clu nt ee rs who may

23

be providing important services to the state or to

24

people of the state.

25

the number of eligible persons
the Selective Service laws

Thus, we believe chat the state may validly

similarly

the

It seems to us that a critical error In the
9
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1

Second Circuit'? opinion is to assume that because New

2

York might have an interest in encouraging service of all

3

residents of the United States in the service, that

4

therefore it is illegitimate for New York to concentrate

5

its efforts on its lesser included interest, namely,

6

encouraging its own residents to serve.

7

No doctrine of which we are aware holds that a

8

state offering prospective incentives for participation

9

in a national program such as the draft must make those

10

promise! benefits available to all persons residing

11

outside their borders, and as a practical matter. New

12

York law targets the residents of the State of New York,

13

simply because it is not much of an incentive to enter

14

into the military service for a teen-ager in Nevada,

15

be offered public service employment in New York after

16

service in war time.

17

to

The New York law also, compensates veterans, as

18

Justice Eehncuist indicated, and compensation is

19

certainly one of its most important purposes.

20

Second Circuit viewed that purpose purely

21

retrospectively, failing to recognize, we submit, that

22

promise of compensation is an

23

military service.

Again, the

important, incentive to

24

Even if one were to concede that rewarding

25

veterans after the fact for nilitary service at some
1 0
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1

point in the past. is not a legitimate state purpose, .it

2

does not follow, it seems to us,

3

them in the future far such military service doesn't

4

serve a legitimate state purpose.

5

submit again, is encouraging service in

that, promising to reward

That purpose, we
the military.

An additional important purpose that the New

6
7

York law and the Hew York con sti tuticn.nl provisions are

8

intended

9

come home and to serve in the public service.

to fulfill is to encourage skillei veterans to
*. wartime

10

veteran, as I am sura this Court is aware, acquires

11

skills and experiences which make that person a very

12

desirable employee, whether for government or for anybody

13

else, and we would ot course concede that that is true of

14

all veterans, whether they reside --- whether they have

15

ever resided in New fork or aot.
Nonetheless, we believe that ' ew York has a

16
17

valid interest, unrelated to any desire to reward its own

18

people,

19

York after time of war and to engage in public service.

20

to encourage former residents to come back to New

I think it'3

important to focus on the group

21

that New York is targeting with this provision, entirely

22

apart from the questions, that the incentive purpose of

23

going into the military for the person who is drafted,

24

for example.

25

the statue is the group whim is by

The group New York has always targeted with
definition is

1 1
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I

1

uprooted, New York residents who ha vs gone to war.
'whether or nor. they have done so, again in

2
3

reliance on

the promise of referential consideration at

4

a later point,

5

them, some encouragement

6

beyond that, is interested not only in getting residents

7

to return home hut to engage in public service when they

8

do so, and this Court has frequently indicated that a

9

state’s interest in maximizing the quality of its public

it is reasonable for the State to give
to return home and

Pew York,

10

work force is an important one which may justify

11

restrictions that otnerwiss nig.it be constitutionally

12

dcubtfu1.
Quite arguably, based on this Court’s

13
14

decisions, New York could not constitutionally make such

15

distinctlors after the fact.

16

could not declare in 1 9 u c that state residents — that

17

persons who had gene to college in New York State in 1981

18

would rjcsivs

19

wotil

20

residents of the State of K’ow York subsequent to 1981.

21

An example is that New York

tuition i ssistr nee grants, because that

discriminate against persons who had be come

But wo submit there is no doubt that

22

prospectively in 1951,

New York could have adopted

23

tuition support grants to persons who were residents in

24

the state at that time, as this Court’s decisions in that

25

area have made clear.
1 2
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C 0 IT * al

1

nly concede that ^Tew York could have

2

drafted

this statute and could have framed

3

constitutional provision in such a way as tc more closely

4

and more precisely retained its objectives, and perhaps

5

the plaintiffs in this case in fact are as well qualified

6

as soma other people who received a preference under Mew

7

York statute.
But the distinction Mew York makes,

8
9

its

we submit,

is a rational one in view of the critical Incentive

10

purposes.

11

encourage service both in the military and in

12

service employment, and those are legitimate objectives

13

and this Court has frequently said that --

14

New

York's constitutional provision dees

QUEST 13Ni

Ts tuer?

civil

anything in the record to

15

support that statement, the statement that it does

16

increase the numbers?

17

P. HFBhkNNs

18

in the record.

19

summary judgment.

No, Your Honor, there is nothing

The case came up on initial motiois for

20

QUESTION*

It’s just your statement?

21

hP. KETdAYM;

That's correct.

It is an

22

incentive purpose that has historically been given for

23

the statute, and whether — we don't know whether this

24

constitutional provision encourages one or 100 people to

25

do that, but I think it can clearly be said to <^o that in
1 3
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1

some number of C3ses.
To return for a moment to the Zobel and Hooper

2
3

decisions, b' Ln the Alaska dividend statute and the New

4

v exico property tax exemption, which were invalidated by

5

this Court, were after the fact enactments designed to

6

compensate prior status or prior conduct.

7

prospective purpose related to some legitimate stat»

8

objective.
QUESTluds

9
10

MR. HER v A w S';

this one?
yes, I do, that in bo th

12

instances, whether for *i defined objective sa ch

13

rewarding past

14

such as simple residence in the state, both enactments

15

were entirely retrospective and served no incentive

16

function of the kind that we’re describing here.

17

fact, in Hooper there wasn't even a claim that they did

18

serve any such prospective function.

military service or an undefined objective

QUESTION*

19

a

You think that's the bright line

bet wean those case s and

11

-Neither had

While I have you interrupted,

In

does

20

New York have difficulty ir. recruiting people for public

21

service?
NR. H ER N A N S

22

i

23

aware.

24

larger than some citizens would like it to be.

25

New York has a

No, it doesn't, as far as I'm

QUESTION*

very large public service force,

Are there long waiting lines to get
1 4
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1

jobs ?

2

MR. HERMANN;

3

QUESTION»

It frequently does, yes.

So that,

your argument about wanting

4

all these people back, in public service rings a little

5

hollcw.
MR. HEEMfiNN;

6

Sell, it’s twofold.

to tas state, and

It's wanting

7

them to come bact

wanting them tc come

8

hack, to the state to utilize their special attributes in

9

the public service.

It's not because New York is short

10

on public sector applicants.

11

feel some debt cf gratitude to those people and wants

12

them back.

13
14
15

QUESTION;
little had

It's because New York does

If the lobs are all full, it's a

to ge t in no matter how hard you work?

KR. HERMANN;

Certa inly ,-one of the underlying

16

justifications is not only that veterans should be

17

compensated, but that they are an especially important,

18

desirable part cf the work force, and

19

20

QUESTION;

find you give the1

MR. HERMANS s

22

advantage and disabled

23

preference.

25

an advantage over

other people?

21

24

this —

QUESTION;

Yes,

we do.

we give veterans an

veterans get an additional

So, that advantage would be true if

someone comes from Puerto Ri~o too, that served in
1 5
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the

1

A, rmed Services?
MB.

2

BF.BKRNN t

That's true.

We

certainly don’t

3

claim that that person doesn’t possess the attributes

4

necessary to perform public service effectively in New

5

Y crk .

I would point out that the Court in

6

Hooper did

7

explicitly recognize that veterans* benefit statutes

8

which conditioned residency -- which conditioned the

9

granting of preferences to residency in the state at the

10

time of induction might iniaa d present a wholly different

11

consideration from the ones — from the statute under

12

consideration there, and that's noted in both

13

majority and the dissenting o pinions.
C'JEST I -11

14

the

Rut in terms of encouraging

15

movement, coming basic tc New York and going to public

16

service,

17

attract other veterans that weren’t born, and

18

go info the service from lew York, to move to New York

19

and to go into public service there.

20
21

if you granted this to all veterans yen might

MR.

HERMANNi

Q UES T TO N;

23

MR.

25

"ew York does

not. attempt to discourage persons from doing sc.

22

24

That’s correct, and

who didn’t

You don't give them this advantage?

HFPI'AYN;

?e don’t give them this

advantage, but neither does few York fence them out.
QUESTION';

Rut it would encourage this movement
1 6
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if you Mi, to give them that alvantija?

It. wouli

encourage it just as much as it would encourage veterans
to return?
SB. HERMANN;

Well,

it would net give the

incentive as effectively to those people wh c had been Hew
York residents to cote back, home,

if the preference were

more widely available to persons from the other ^9
states.

But. even if that's correct, that there is no

special attribute to a. lieu York -- to a prior Hew York
resident who has served in the military, it d ces not
follow,

it seems to us,

that the law does net ser/e- the

rational purpose for which it was intended, and the
objective of getting those residents to -QUESTION i
terms of their

I know, but shouldn't there be, in

objecti/es shouldn't there be seme

difference between the two classes that, you're
comparing?

I mean, it nay serve that, but the people

you're alleged

to be discriminating against would serve

the purpose just as well.
MB. HERMANN s

Well,

I think

we would contend

that' it wouldn't serve it just as well but that the law
would fail to — if that were the policy, the daw would
fail of its other purpose which is to encourage service
in the military in the- first place by Hc-w York residents,
and the additio na 1 purpose, of course,

of encouraging

1 7
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■i

I

residents to return lore.
QUESTION*

2

To you think the law should be

3

upheld solely on the single purpose of encouraging

4

service in the military by No w York residents?
MR.

5

HERMANS";

We ti ink that's sufficient, yes.

6

I think

7

purposes, but T believe that the strongest justification

8

fcr the law is encouraging service.
QUESTION*

9
10

MR. HERMANN*

15

It is not a durational residency

r equir em ent.
QUESTION*

13
14

It just means that if you happen to

be a resident on a certain time --

n
12

the New York law furthers legitimate additional

But it is residence at a certain

time?
MR. HERMANN*

It's a fixed point residency

16

requirement and indeed we think that's crucial in terms

17

of the right to travel argument, because we believe rvew

18

York's provision does not penalise the --

19

QUESTION*

Doesn't that have its roots in the

20

business of granting bounties as they did in th« Civil

21

War and earlier?

22

MR. HERMANN;

23

QUESTION*

I think it does.

No one would suggest that Mew York

24

had any obligation to grant a bounty to somebody from New

25

Hampshire to join the army, but they could limit it to
1 8
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1

their own?

2

HR.

3

QUESTION*

4

HERMAN!!:

I think has nistcrically ions so.

That

suggests that if they do it

after the event they can have the sass limitation?
MR. HERMANN*

5

I believe that’s correct,

6

although I believe New York’s promise as a part of

7

Constitution is a clearly prospective one.

8

the right to travel# we believe that the provision cannot

9

he said

10

its

In terms of

to penalize the right to travel and. ■♦•hat --

certainly it wasn’t true in this case.
I just point out# this is not a class action.

11
12

This is an action brought by two individuals whc had hern

13

residents of the State of New York for more than ten

14

years before applying for the veterans’ preference

15

credits !are.

16

service employment, as do many non-residents and

17

non-resident veterans.

Utinitaly one of then lid obtain civil

But this Court's decisions#

18

I think, make clear

19

that the claimed penalty on the right to travel has tc he

20

examined on a case by case hi sis in view of

21

objectives of the statutes and the requirements of the

22

statute.

23

encourage several things.

24
25

t he

New York's Constitution as noted seeks to

Anyone contemplating service in the military
during wartime or any other time is free to move to the
1 9
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1

state to help the stata fulfill that purpose,

if they

2

subsequent!y wish to collect that reward, and

in terms of

3

the right to travel, wa submit that that is the critical

4

time and the three-judge Court opinion ir. August against

5

Bronstsin, we submit, was correct in analogizing this

6

situation to this Court's decision in 1973 at the time it

7

was deciding these durational residency cases.

8

against New York, it was a summary affirmance of this

9

Court upholding the restriction of New York State tuition

10

In Spatt

grants to New York residents only.
We submit that the claim that the plaintiffs

11
12

advance in this case is analogous to a claim that might

13

be mala on behalf of the California resident who, having

14

gene to a state college in New York at

15

time, subsequently moved to hew York, to claim the tuition

16

refund.

17

ignores the incentive purposes of the law,

18

the law in tne tuition situation being to encourage state

19

residents to go to state colleges.

seme previous

The claimed inequality doesn't exist

because it

the purpose cf

20

Her right to travel, we submit, would net be

21

penalized by such a limitation because she was free at

22

the time she lived in California to move to the State of

23

New York to obtain state scholarship assistance if she

24

wanted.

25

T would point out one more thing about the
2C
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1

statute, and that is that it's in terms of the right tc

2

travel that its effect

3

described '

4

and dissipates over tine.

5

used, on one occasion for one appointment and that the

6

class of veterans who are eligible for this benefit is

7

steadily diminishing, I

8

past ten years at least no one has been able to satisfy

9

the requirement of service daring time of war.

is quite modest,

?s Judge Friendly

in that opinion I mentioned a moment ago,
It’s a provision that ran be

would

point cut, because for the

Thus, this case is not like the Zcbel case, we

10
11

submit,

where there was an ever-increasing class of

12

persons who were given preferential treatment based

13

solely on their length of residence.

14

Again, in terms of the rig it to travel, we

15

believe that Justice Brennan's concurring opinion in

16

Zobel illustrates here why there was no denial of

17

right to travel, for the same reason that there was no

18

denial of egual protection, and that is that the State's

19

concern was not solely with rewarding past conduct,

20

whether -- or past contributions whether those

21

contributions were defined or undefined.
Here, as that concurring opinion put it,

22

the

the

23

business of the state was not with the past or with the

24

present,

25

which that opinion noted was filling current needs, and

and one suci

item of business which the Court —

2 1
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1

we submit that New York's statute a rid Hew York's

2

constitutional provision are clearly aimed at doing so

3

and do not depend entirely on a post hoc past

4

contributions rationale to support them.

5

I believe they are there for --

6

QUESTION t

Mr . Hermann, I suppose that like all

7

those rationality cases, there are inequalities here.

8

Suppose a young man grew up on a farm in North Dakota and

9

didn't like it and decided to come to the big city, and

10

vent there and

lived there for a year, be was a resident,

11

and the war came along and he enlisted.

12

his father died in the meantime so be went back to be

13

farm in North Dakota, spent a lot of time there, got his

14

brother interested ia

15

the advantage in public service,

16

after 20 years came nark

17

six months.

the farm and discovered this about
his bonus points, and

to your city and lived there for

18

He's entitled to bonus points?

19

NS.

20
21

After the war

HERNAHM;

Ha would be entitled to claim

them .
QUESTIONS

In contrast to the two respondents

22

here who have lived in your state a number of

23

are not entitled to them?

24

MF. KEFYANN;

25

QUESTION t

years who

That's correct.

It is unequal in application?
o2
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1

MR. HERMAN;

«ell, it is differential in its

2

application.

We think that Hew York, targets a specific

3

group for a specific person.

4

decisions don't snake clear that, that kind of imprecision,

5

perhaps exemplifled by the facts in this case, is not

6

fatal, however, under a rational rela tionship standard.

I think this Court's

7

I would reserve the balance of my time.

8

CHIEF JUSTICE BURGER;

Mr. Kimerling.

9

ORAL ARCCHEST OF KENNETH KIMERLING, ESC.

10

ON BEHALF OF THE APPELLEES

11
12
13

MR. KIMFRLCn’G;

Mr.

Chief Justice, and may it

please the Court;
Let me briefly review the facts her*2 as they

14

assist in our understanding of the irrationality of New

15

York's veterans' preference system.

16

-- be treated as a veteran in

17

serve in the armed forces during time of war.

'

8

In order to qualify

New York, you must, one,

must be honorably discharged from that service.

Three ,

19

you must pass a- civil

20

must be a present resident of

21

fifth, and lastly, you must have been a resident at the

22

time of induct ion.

23

service examination.

Two, you

rcur, you

the state of New York and

It is this past and present residency

24

requirement that is it issue here, and which denies the

25

plaintiffs here from being treated as veterans.
23
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1

Plaintiff Baez Hernandez entered the armed forces from

2

Puerto Pico and served from 1958 through I960, at which

3

time he was dishonorably — excuse me, honorably

4

discharged and entered the reserves.
He moves to f aw York in 1553 , settles in

5

tew

6

York, and. in 19 70 he's called up from the reserves,

7

serves in active duty, is injured, and receives a

8

service-related disability, out he’s not a veteran.

9

he had not joined the reserves but had come tc hew York

If

10

and then re-enlisted in 1970 he would

11

as a veteran, but because he did his patriotic duty and

12

stayed in the reserves he’s net a veteran.
The result of that,

13

have been treated

in 1981 and in 1982 he’s

14

denied three appointments, which his ten points as a

15

disabled veteran

16

appointments were cancelled when it was learned that he

17

enteral the service from Puerto Pico and not from Hew

18

vork ,

roald have gotten him.

Tnose

Hr. Scfo-Topez entered the service also from

19
20

Puerto Pico in 1961 mi saevad through 1°63.

21

was in time of war.

22

Baez-Hernandez was his time of war service during the

23

Vietnam

24

Vietnam era, in 1965 comes to Pew York,

25

becomes 3 resident of

ara.

Hr.

Also this

"he 1973 service of J*r .

Soto-Lopez,

after serving during the
settles and

the state of Naw York.

Thus he’s a

24
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1

veteran serving during time of war, honorably discharged/

2

present resident for 15 years, and then in 1982 is denied

3

being treated as a veteran because he had not been

4

inducted from New York.
The original defendants here were agencies of

5

6

the City of New York who wouLd have been plaintiff's

7

employers.

8

the Attorney General who intervened pursuant to 28 0.3.C.

9

24-03-8, solely to defend the constitutionality of

10

these

Nona of the relief that plaintiffs have
obtained or have sought runs against this appellant.
QUESTION;

13
14

the appellant is ony

provisions*

11
12

They have not appealed.

'4 a a t

inference Id you draw from that

fact that's relevant to the argument here?
MS.

15

KIMEPLTSG;

1 think the inference.is that

16

this Court lacks jurisdiction.

And let me amplify on

17

that if I could, a monent.

18

whether or not the 24-03 grants standing in this

19

situation has never oeen resolved by a court.

20

raised previously in this Court and a decision in 1943 in

21

United States versus Johnson,

This guestion,

that is

40

It was

but left unresolved.

The issue is vory simply that there is no case

22
23

of controversy between the plaintiff and the appellant

24

here.

25

and the City of

The case of controversy is between the plaintiff
ew York but was not appealed.
25
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QUESTIO'?;

1
2

Who was the Attorney General

representing?
SR. KIXEP1,1N G ;

3

Be is here in his ex officio

4

capacity solely to defend the Constitution.

5

monetary, or no other claim that runs against the

6

Attorney General.
QUESTION;

7

8
9
10
11
12

Is he representing the State of New

York?
MS.

MINES LINS;

QUESTION;

r'.f

whose statute this is?

14

think is instructive --

17

p

And it is the State of Mew York

MR.

16

He is representing the

New York in its effort --

13

15

There is no

KTMERLIN3;

QUESTION;

That is correct, but whit T

You make the jurisdictional argument

in your brief?
MR.

KIMERLTN3;

No,

we have not.

It’s frankly

18

a i issue that arose ,nd became apparent to me in

19

preparing for the ariunent, and --

20

QUESTION;

21

MR.

You've only got a half an hour.

KIMERLTNG;

Well, let me continue then, if

22

I may, briefly.

1 think what helps assist this Court in

23

reaching the issue, rfhether or not tnere is

24

justiciability, is the Muskrat case, one of the first

25

cases that dealt witn advisory opinions.
2 6
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In Ruskratr

1

as this Court recalls, Congress

2

trie! to set up a jurisdictional provision

3

the tests of constitutionality of legislation.

4

buskrat,

5

Indians rights.

6

diluted by giving additional people benefits that the

7

1902 people had for themselves.

8
9

to allow for
In

in 1902, Congress granted certain Cherokee
In 1904 and

'06, those rights were

So, in 19 07 Congress said, let's see whether
this subsequent legislation, 1904 and

10

constitutional.

11

the Court of Claims.

12

Supreme Court on appeal to hear a claim by four

13

plaintiffs who ar = tne beneficiaries of the 1902

14

legislation.

15

representatives of those people, and the defendant shall

16

be the Attorney General of tne United States.

17

So, it said,

'06 legislation, is

we grant jurisdiction to

tfa grant jurisdiction to the

They can come to court as class

This Court in Muskrat then said there was net a

18

case of controversy indr-r Article 3, as the United

19

Attorney General did not have sufficient interest under

20

Article 3 to create a case of controversy in regard to

21

the real interest of the plaintiffs in the vu skrit case.

22

I think, in addition, this Court might want to
se versus United

States

23

look at the Boston Towboat

24

which is a 1343 decision.

25

the company that intervened in a lower court case between

?he Boston Towboat

States
Company,

27
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1

the Cornell Steamboat Company and the United States, the

2

ICC, the ICC had sail

3

Interstate Commerce Act.

that Cornell is covered by the

4

Bos to:; intervened in that case because it was a

5

tugboat company in Boston, Cornell — there was a tugboat

6

company in New York harbor.

7

hope to a.void a precedent which would say that tugboat

8

companies should be covered under the Interstate Commerce

9

Act.

It intervened, obviously,

tc

After an adverse decision against Cornell, the

10
11

Boston Tugboat Company,

the intervener, appealed to this

12

Court and this Court denied and dismissed the appeal

13

saying the intervener who had come in solely because he

14

was concerns! about the precedential value as it would

15

run against him, and indeed he was in court in

16

Nassachusetts against the Interstate Commerce Commission,

17

there was no appeal jurisdiction.

And, I should point
*

18

out that there was cert granted to the Cornell Steamboat

19

Company at the same time.
Lastly, I think that the other case that helps

20
21

in resolving this question is maybe the earliest decision

22

about advisory opinions,
QUESTION*

23
24
25

the Hay-Barns case.

Who filed the Notice of Appeal in

this cas»?
dP. XIKERLISG *

Only the Attorney General.
2q
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1

QUESTION*

2

MR. KIMERLING;

3
4
5

6

On behalf of whom?
Only on behalf of themselves,

to defend the con st i t a t ion a 11 ty of these pc evirans .
QUESTIONS

Did he file — his jurisdictional

statement names Haw fork. City.
MB. KHEELING;

Ha had to amend that when the

7

Clerk pointed out to him that

8

There is a letter, indeed, from the Clerk tc the City,

9

saying they are not appellants.

10

QUESTIONS

that, was .not the case.

Bat you don't claim t.n at the fact

11

that the Attorney General is the appellant is any

12

different than if the State of New York were appellant?

13

MR. KIHERLINGj

I don't think it maker a

14

difference,

15

the precedential value of tho --

16

that's correct, as leng as the only issue is

QUESTION:

AH it’s your position that

17

notwithstanding the statute that permits the State

18

Attorney General to intervene in actions, to defend the

19

constitutionality of the sta;ute, if he loses in the

20

state court, he cannot appeal

21

NP. KIMERLING:

that decision?

That's correct.

That's

22

absolutely correct, and

I think a tangential issue

23

arises from that is whether he is bound by that, opinion,

24

having been a party.

25

United 5tates versus Mendoza,

T think

that

this Court, in Mendoza,
sort of resolves that by

79
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1

saying tie Government is not bound in a non-mutual

2

ccllatteral estoppel situation, applied to the United

3

States government.

4

be different.
QUEST ID Ni

5

I don't think principles there would

what do ycu deal with — in rules cf

6

this Court which say that all parties to the proceedings

7

in the Court from which judgment appeal is being taken

8

shall be deemed parties in tnis Court, unless the

9

appellants have notified the Clerk of this Court in

10

writing,

11

parties before has no interest in the outcome of the

12

a ppea1?
MR. KINERLIN Tv

13
14

the appellaats' belief that one or more of the

there is

such a letter to the Clerk.

15

QUESTION;

16

MR. KIMEPLINS;

17

I don't have it.
I'm

sorry.

It's dated June

17th, 1985.

18

QUEST 10Ni

19

MR.

20

One, I would point out that

It's ir. where?

KIKERLTNG s

It says, "Deal- Sir," to It

Stevens.

21

QUESTION;

Where is that?

22

MP. KIMERLING;

23

QUESTION;

24

MR. KIMERLINOr

25

QUESTION;

Excuse me, where ir that?

Is that in your file?
It's in my file.

Well, I don't have your file.
30
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1

MR. KTifEBLING*

2

raise this issue.

3

Rehnquist —

4
5

6
7

QUESTION:

I appreciate some of your views on

the merits.
HR. KIMERLTNG;
the merits.

The issue

9

MR. KIKERLING;

12

QUESTION:

Fine.

I'll, be happy to turn to

to ha resolved here —

QUESTION:

11

Se did not

It’s become an issue that Justice

8

10

T appreciate that.

Is that all, to my question?
I'm

sorry.

Have you raised before this Court

the fact that they are not parties?
fcR. XIMFF.LTHG :

No,

we have net.

He have not

13

presented it in our orief opposing tne appeal, or in the

14

merits brief.

It was, as I said, ap issue that became

15

apparent to me

:_n preparing for the oral argument.,

16

when Justice Rehnquist raised the obvious question,

17

answered that question.

18
19

20

QUESTION:

and
I.

May I ask you befocs you ao on to

the merits, who wrote the letter of June 17th?
MR. KTMERLINS;

Th? Cnief of the Appellate

21

Division of the Corporation Counsel of the City of New

22

York, Leonard

23
24
25

Xerner.

QUESTION:

And he in substance says he has no

interest in the case?
MR. K Id FEEING;

I'm sorry, I -3 1
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1

QUESTION*

I

think it responds to Justice

2

Marshall's quotation of

3

read a long 1st tar, out --

4

the rules.

MS. KIMERLING t

No,

I don't want you to

I'll read the first line.

5

"In reference to the above :jsa," which is

6

obviously, "we wish to infon the Court that the City of

7

New York is not participating in the appeal."

8
9

Let me go further,

this,

Justice Marshall.

I think

that even if they had not written that letter and were

10

appellees here uniar that applicable rule, which they are

11

not, I still think that there would he still a sincere

12

article on the

13

of controversy, because the appellant is the one

14

presenting it and not the City of New York, hut I don't

15

think we have to ream that..

issue as to whether or not there is a case

16

QUESTIONS

17

time is almost half pone now,

18

merits yet.

19
20
21

Counsel,

HE. OtEELINJ;

may I suggest that your
and you haven't touched the

Fine.

Thank you for reminding

me of that.
As I started

to say., I think that the issue

22

here is what interest ir any does the State of New

York

23

have in differentiating between its past and present --

24

between its resident veterans base!

25

residency, whether New York must shew a compelling state

on oast and prior

3 2
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1

interest or a substantial interest or must meet some

2

lesser standard, need net be decided by this Court, as

3

New York had bee- unable to articulata even a. legitimate

4

state interest,
The Court's 3 ecisions recently in Peeper and

5

6

Zobel make it clear that stab es cannot legitimately

7

distribute rights and benefits based on prior and past

8

residency, and th at'3

9

stand in the same shoes as every other veteran.

what's at issue here.

10

served

11

residents of the State- of New York.

Plaintiffs

in the armed forces, honorably discharged,

They
present

The only difference between them and those that

12
13

obtained these benefits is t.aeic past and prior

14

residency, so that the class that we're looking to that

15

is the people who hi/3 past and

16

benefit.

17

exactly what was at issue in --

18
19

20

prior residencies get the

Those that don't get the benefit, that, is

QUESTION &

Nr. Kiaerling,

3 id this provision of

New York operate prospectively?
MB.

KIMERLIK3 t

Let

me address that, because

21

obviously the Attorney General relies heavily on that.

22

It does not.

23

retrospectively in the very same ways that the provisions

24

in Hooper ani Zobel operated

25

Let me nik? it -- it operates

retrospectively.

That is, they looked back to prior or past
33
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1

residency to deterrains the beneficiarias cf certain

2

provisions.

3

to the Court in f h o s a decisions.
QUESTION*

4
5

It is this locking back that was significant
It was not --

I thought this was adopted before

anybody went off to <sc to take advantage of it.
MR. OVERLING*

6

That’s right..

The

7

retrospectivsnass should be distinguished from after the

8

fact, or retroactive legislation.

9

Court noted that one of

Indeed., in Hooper the

the purposes of encouraging

10

resettlement in the state could not have been served

11

because there was retroactive legislation.
But,

12

what the Court

noted in footnote 9 of that

13

opinion was, it did have, although not raised

14

parties,

15

effects.

16

before

17

in New Mexico prior to

18

prospective effects.

by the

some prospective effects, some encouraging
It encouraged

’76 to remain,

people who had moved to the state

it encouraged people who had lived
'76 to return.

the Court sail

Sc,

it

did have

19

Yet,

in that footnote, it still

20

could not meet

21

still distinguished people based on past or prior

22

residency.

23

concurring opinions there, although the majority opinions

24

did rot reach the issue, the concurring opinions indicate

25

that those — Alaska could have said, okay, in .1980 we're

the constitutional barrier because if

In Zobel as well, I think ir you look a4- the

3u
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I

2
3
4

going to start distributing benefits and anybody who is a
residant in 1980 has got one share.

By 1981 you'/e got

people who are living in 1980 have get two shares and
the person that moves in 1981 has got one share.
This would not have, obviously, changed the

5

6

results of the concurring opinions since it would still

7

have relied on past or prior residency for distributing

8

benefits, albeit prospective legislation -- it is not the

9

after the fact nature of the legislation but rather, it's

10

retrospective looking back at past cr prior residency

11

which is important.

12

legislation is like tut in 1 copar and Zobe 1.

And that's exactly hew * ew York's

Let me turn to what New York argues very

13
14

strenuously, is the purpose here, and that is to

15

encourage service in the armad forces.

16

that.

17

armed forces because they argue that at the time of

18

enlistment we vest or distribute rights to future

19

benefits.

20

that's a crucial, juncture in time, and therefore we can

21

vest, you know, we can

22

requirement.

It’s net quite

^hey're arguing, it encourages enlistment in the

That's their argument, and therefore they say,

But,

23

impose a bone, fide residency

let's look -- it's clear that that is not

24

what is happening here in these provisions, and even if

25

it were,

it still wouldn’t meet constitutional muster.
35
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1

Look

at

the language

2

enlistee benefits.

t doesn’t

It doesn’t define an enlistee.

The provisions define a veteran,

n

yj

4

criteria

5

it’s service in

6

and passing

the a rued forces and honorable discharge

the Civil

QUESTION*

8

statures,

9

t ha tap arson

Service

sha. 11 be deemed

resident

at

the tina

11

N ew York

resid ent

at

the end

12

honorably discharged.
If
happen,

15

to him.

you, supposing

instead of giving veterans'

New York

14

examination.

Let me ask

10

13

and the

for obtaining these benefits is not enlistment,

7

within

a

that be

MF.

17

would be different from

if ho /

one,

of enlistmentv tv o,
the

of

war;

and

is

is a.

th re a ,

is

the state will give

unconstitutional,

KIKERLING;

18

QUESTION;

19

MR. KTYERLTNG;

Yes,
wha*

Yes, T

20

unconstitutional because,

21

our, New

22

only its own.

York

benefits, provided

veteran

the veteran asks for 1100,
4ou11

the

50 days sfter those things all

16

23

define these as

it

in your view?

it would.

It would.

It

we have here.
understand

And

that.

it would he

as the

Second

Circuit pointed

as no interest in encouraging the service,
hew York's interest is in

QUESTION*

How does

a

common

defense.

the Second Circuit know

24

what New York’s interest

is in a

case like

*h is?

25

doesn’t New York have an interest in encouraging its own
3 5
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*’hy

1

peop1e to volunteer?
M2. KIMERLIN'l;

2

Oh,

it does.

It does, bat it

3

doesn't have an interest in exclusion of encouraging

4

others,

5

because it ha s an interest in
QUESTION*

Rut why doesn’t -- .isn’t New York

6

able to deal with its own, and perhaps

7

states will deal with their own?

8
9

10

MR. KTHERLIN1;
legislation

They could,

that did that.

QUESTION*

a common defense.

Mall,

hope that other

if they had

It's not this legislation.
supposing this ware December

11

7th, 1941, and

the Mew York Legislature were in session,

12

said, we want

13

people to enlist now or to go

14

conscientious objectors if

15

veterans, cone back to Hew York and participate in

16

life in New York.

to do sonsthing

18

MR.

KIKEELISG *

19

bounty at that

20

of New York without any

I think they could have a

firra for anyone who showed up in the State
bona fide residency requirement.

21

QUESTION;

22

the last requirement, namely,

24
25

public

»Te want to do it constitutionally.

What could they do7

ME.

in the service and not be

they're drafted, and get to be

17

23

to encourage New York

Well,

KIMERLINS *

we

could have this

law

without

being a resident?

Being a prior resident as

opposed to a present resident at the time the bounty —
QUESTIONi

Well,

3:a you saying that they
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1

couldn’t limit it, than, to people- who enlisted in

2

York when the Legislature sits down on Deceirler 8th,

3

1941, they couldn't I in it their benefit to people who

4

enlisted when they were residents of New York?
MR. K1MERLIN0;

5

6
7

think

their interest has to be in everyone being in the armed
IV] 3 9 S »

QUESTIONS

8
9

No, because as I said, I

"ew

But then, for all practical

purposes, the state can

really do nothing by way of

10

encouraging enlistment or encouraging its residents to

11

become veterans and return?

12

everybody, than it's just fiscally impossible to

13

a dministar?
MR. KTHERLINGi

14

They car. do it here.

15

fiscally impossible.

16

residency requiremart.

17

veterans gets the benefit.
QUlSTIONj

18
19

from New

If they've got to give it to

It's not

!,ost states do not have this prior
”ho comes to these states as
It's not unman ageable.

But then ;'t doesn’t encourage people

Y o r < to sac/a?

20

K3. KIkFRLThS

21

QUESTION;

22

NR. KIUFBLINGc

23

QUESTION;

24

could have served

25

lew York afterwards?

t

Oh,

yes, it does

Equally’
Equally.

How does it do that, if someone

from other statas and

simply come to

38
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MR.

1

2

Because they're all then

treat?! equally as veterans.
QUESTIONS

3
4

K Id ER 1,1 N S ;

And if it encourages anybody it

would encourage New formers as much as anybody else?
MR. KIHERLISS*

5

6

Justice White .

7

But,

Absolutely.

Absolutely,

I think it's important to point out that

8

that's not what's at issue-here.

9

pointed out, it's no:

I think Justice White

only enlistees who are

10

beneficiaries,

it’s draftees.

Moreover, it's not only

11

those that enlist during tins of

12

beneficiaries.

war who are the

You can enlist at any time as long as you serve

13
14

during time of

war ani

15

pointed cut. Justice Rehnquist, really provisions t'

16

reward and compensate for that service.

17

determinative.
QUESTIONS

18

I

that's why these are, as you

That's what's

just wasn't entirely clear.

Here

19

you've got two residency requirements, before the war and

20

after.

21

knock it out,

22

Are you saying either one would be enough to
or do you rely on both?

MR. KlhFRLING;

Well, we certainly don't have

23

to look at the second

because our clients are present

24

residents, but I think the first one,

25

residency, is the on?

the prior

that's at issue here.
39
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QUESTION

1
2

4? 11

but you had a postwar residency requirement?
MR.

3

KIHFRLrsj ;

I ohink yea have an altogether

4

different question there.

5

immunities question of residents versus non residents.
QUESTIOSs

6
7

for the city,

KB. X IN EE LING;

9

QUESTIONS

You

MR. KIYERLING*

11

QUESTION;
bonus points?

13

MR.

14

to be a

resident to work

don’t you?

8

12

You have a privileges and

You have

10

'

3JPP3S5 yda didn ' t have that

No,

th a t is not c or r ect.

live outside the <stats?

can

The t '3 correct.

You have to

KlhERLISGs

be a resident to get the

Tha t ’3 correct, yes.

C v*
-V

r

there’s a distinction.
QUESTION:

5

In order to —

'IP. KIMERLING;

16

a7nil,

there may bo another

17

issue here, but it’s not presented by plaintiffs.

18

is a State Court challenge, gy the way, on that issue,

19

ongoing.

20

talking about hypothetically aren’t what’s at issue here.

Put again, the previsions that we’ve been

On sis,

21

There

the language doesn’t lend itself

to

Two, draftees and enlistees are t. re a t. ed

22

that in any way.

23

dif f er e r

11 y

-----3 r 9

24

of when

you

enter the service, whether it’s a time of war

25

or

you

are en titled to the benefits.

not,

treated tie

4

same.

Thirdly,

Fourthly ,

0
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1 e ss

if

1

w? look at the fact that disabled people are given

2

additional ben efits, t h u s indicating clear intent tc

3

compensa te

4

encouraging PS o pi a t a bee one handicapped.

3 S

o pposed

t. o encourage, the state is not

Lastly, as in Hooper, the legislation here is

5

6

largely retroactive.

During the Civil W'ar — excuse me,

7

during the Vietnam War, it was three years after what New

8

York deemed at the beginning of the war that they

9

retroactively recognised the war in Vietnam.
So, for a three-year period, people who either

10
11

enlisted

or served were not encouraged by this

12

legislation, and the state had not acted, but yet these

13

were beneficiaries because they had served, and that's

14

what the purpose was.
hay I ask this question.

15

QUESTIONS

16

MR. K TM Eh LT N’ 1 i

17

QUESTION;

Yes.

It's probably irrelevant to your

18

case, but was there aver a declarat ion of war against

19

North Vietnam?

20

MR. K I?! ERLT N" s

21

QUESTION;

22
23

No,

there was not.

How, then, could your client have

any claim to be a veteran in the course of a war?
MR. KIKERLIHG*

In only that the State of New

24

York has defined, the Vietnam War era,

beginning on

25

January 1st, 1963 and running through “ay of

'7c.

4 1
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QUESTIONS

1

Sell, we refer to It as a war, but

2

Congress never declare! it as a war and Congress only has

3

.authority -- only the Congress has the authority to do

4

that.
SR. KIHEFLINGs

5

That's why defendant’s reliance

6

— appellant's ralianoa on taat 1946 Attorney General's

7

opinion is really not very strong because you

8

undeclared wars.

9

to le defined to be self-axes uting.

10

didn't have

Mow you have undeclared wars and it has
It can’t be

self-executing .
People that

11

served in Grenada and in Lebanon

12

are not veterans, albeit they were shot at and some

13

killed, obviously, but because Tew York hadn’t deemed it

14

a. time of war,

veterans from those eras are not covered.

But, let me go back

15

to this retroactivity issue

16

because T think it's parallel to what this Court, looked

17

at ir. Hooper.

18

T egislature said,

the Vietnam War is over,

19

the war is over.

Therefore if you enlist from now on,

20

there are no benefits.

In June of 197 3 the New York State

In 19 83 , it r e troa z ti ve* ly amended

21

rch 1973,

to he Nay of

22

1975.

Many of the man and women who enlisted in '73,

'74

23

and

24

They were discouraged if anything by New York's statement

25

that the war was over in Vietnam, yet as of 1583 they are

*75 were not encouraged by this legislation at all.
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1
2

the beneficiaries.
So, I think

it's clear that this r.e v

3

refinement, albeit of the Attorney General, really

4

doesn't mesh with what the statute provides.

5

what anyone was talking about

G

benefits at the time of enlistment.

7

Tt is net

then in terms of vesting

I’ve spent, a gcod deal of xy time on the equal

8

protection arguments and how these provisions violate

9

plaintiff's rights under the Equal Protection clause.

10

Let me turn briefly to the right to travel provisions,

11

because I think under those provisions as well, Sew York

12

State veterans' cre 3it provisions fail to meet

13

constitutional

14

When

muster.
states set up cateaories of present

15

residents ani than ti■y distinguish among them based on

16

past or prior residency, they distinguish based on newly

17

migrated versus older residents,

18

distinctions are the very kinds that th-

19

most appropriately deals with, and the right tc travel

20

here is substantially penalized and substantially

21

burdened contrary to the appellant’s suggestion.

22

and these kinds of
richt to travel

Veterans’ credits mean often the difference

23

between unemployment and employment in a Civil Service

24

career with all the attendant securities and benefits

25

that those kinds of oareers lend

themselves to.

4 3
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Not only

can these credits be used at the entry level point, but
veterans optionally can

use- them on promotional

examinations, and finLly at the time of layoff, j
veteran is entitled to as many as five years additional
seniority at the time of layoff to allow them to
withstand layoffs.
So, these are substantial benefits, certainly
mere substantial than

the

at issue in Zc-bel, and

therefore the right to travel has been burdened here,
we apply the egual orotsetioa

analysis, New York must

meet the compelling state interest rest or ar least some
heightened

scrutiny, and unable to articulate even a

legi4-!mate state purpose, they obviously cannot meet the
compelling state interest test.
If we evaluate it

inier ths privileges and

u,

immunities clause of Article

again few York State

could net meat the two part test there, having been -they are not able -- certainly not even attempting, but
certain!y not able to demonstrate that plaintiffs are
some kind of evil, as I

have already indicated.

They

have all the attributes of every other veteran, and
therefore there is no reason to exclude

them and

certainly the p ro visions here are not substa n tu ally
related to the ex elusion of them from civil service.
And 1 as 11 y,

if we ia j
<<

a balancing test that

ait
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1

sort of looked at the state's interest in restricting the

2

right to travel or burdening it versus the rights of free

3

interstate tea"a and

4

that. New York's inability to articulate a

5

state interest simply vou1d allow the scales to tip in

S

favor of equal treatment.
QUESTION*

7

8

the benefits to be attained by
legitimate

bo you have any comment cn. this

Court’s summary affirmance of the August case?
MB. K IX F.RLI NG •

9

The comment is simply that this

10

Court's decision in Hooper and Zobel obviously indicated

11

a doctrinal difference between the law at that time and

12

the law as it existed
QUESTION*

13
14
IS

13
17

8

It certainly wasn't, overruled, was

it?
ME. Kid FEEING;

It was not overruled

explicitly, that's correct.
In conclusion. New York has no legitimate
interest, in benefiting

its ovn.

Whan plaintiffs move to

19

'ey York they become New Yor< * s own.

20

our Constitution that when someone moves to a

21

become its own and prior residency cannot stand as a

22

barrier for them to be treated equally --

23

QUESTION;

It's the cen tor of
state,

they

viy I ark on that question, I

24

realize your case is not a cash benefit case,

hut I like

25

to try to think of tie different forms of benefit.
45
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T take i t *? e have to knock out the prior

1
2

residency.

3

requirement to qualify for the postwar benefit?

4
5

6
7

Can you have a durational residency

HR.

KlifERLING;

state interest servel
QUESTION*

Let’s say there is a leg Itiira te

by post-residency requirerent.
Sell, I’m just — maybe this

argument doesn't acknowledge much of a state interest.

8

HR. KIKERI.ING*

9

QUESTION:

Hell, I’m not —

It seems to me that if you --

10

HR. OVERLING*

11

QUESTION:

No,

the state has --

Prewar residency requirement,

and

12

once you have a post-war durational requirement, it seems

13

to me your client could move from state to state,

14

collecting bonuses, and why not?

15

in Puerto Ri:o, and ooe --

16

MR. KII FRI.I NG :

hight have gotten one

One, many states have

17

provisions which disallow that.

18

in one, you can’t collect in another.

19

while T say there is a question, I'm -not confident that

20

this Court would agree with me.

21

The reason I

If you cat the benefits
Put secondly,

say that is in the Carder County

22

case, the Construction and Building Trades Council of

23

Camden County,

24

or not limits on public service jobs could -- that

25

excluded nonresidents could survive a privileges and

this Court raised an issue as to whether

U6
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«

1

immunities cha1lenge.
It said it still had to go through the

2
3

analysis.

4

a state's interest in civil service only being the state

5

civil service and tnerefore genafiting only its own

6

residents, or whether or not it would not survive a

7

privileges and immunities challenge.
But,

8
9

Jt didn't say it would clearly survive- because

it said that the question had to bs

answered, and that's why in terms of post-residency

10

requirements, there is a question on the privileges and

11

immunities clause which is very distinct from

12

residency requirements ve are

13

really goes to the heart cf the right to travel and the

14

heart of

15.

citizenship that comas from someone who migrates to the

16

state.

17

talking about and how that

the equal protection clause,

QUESTIONS

the prior

Mr. Kina rling,

and the equality cf

to get back to the

18

old question, isn't if

true that the spate intervened as

19

a party defendant, and was a party defendant heloi ?

20

HR. KIMRSLr'JI;

21

QUESTION*

Thst's correct.

Well, didn't that answer my

22

question, if you had told me that?

23

MR. KTBERLIN3i

I'm sorry, T didn't understand

24

that to be your question. The inter venor is a party

25

below, but lot me point cut that in the Boston Towboat
17
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1

case that was the sale factual setting.

Boston

2

intervened in the three-judge bench decision involving

3

the Cornell Steamboat Company, so that they had standing

4

below as an inter venor.

5

The question is whether they can independently

6

appeal, and that’s the question that this case presents,

7

albeit in that case there wasn’t a clear statutory

8

provision as there was here under 2403, but nevertheless

9

in Muskrat despite a very tiear direction from Congress

10

in Muskrat about jurisdiction, this Court found that

11

Article III did not — Article III overcame that -- thank

12

you, Mr. Chief Justine.

13

CHIEF JUSTICE PURGERj

14

further, Mr. Solicitor General?

5
16

17
18

ME.

PIPY A. vs

i

Yes,

You have nothing

Your Honor.

ORAL ASGUYEFT OF SOBER! HERMANS, ESQ.
ON BEHALF 0?

THE APPELLANT -- REBUTTAL

MR. HERMANNS

Just cn the retrosp«activity

19

point. New York has, as I ha/e nent, ioned, both a

20

constitutional commitment and a statutory commitment.

21

Part of the reason for having these provisions in both

22

places is that

23

Legislature frequently to define and redefine time of

24

war, but also New York wanted

25

fundamental nature of

it’s obviously necessary

for the

to emphasize the

its commitment.
'4 8
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Obviously

1

any statute which has a requirement

2

of service faring tine of war mast at some point be

3

amended

4

of New York would have preferred to define prospectively

5

in 1967 the end of toe Vietnam War, but cf course it was

6

unable to do so, so that built into any such requirement

7

is that -- is the obligation of the State Legislature at

8

certain points in time,

to define that time of war.

What

9

I’m sure the Stale

to define time of war.

New Y g rk did acre, unlike what New Mexico

10

did in hooper against Bernalillo, is frequently during

11

the Vietnam period to define time of war as including the

12

past six months, the past year or whatever,

12

that repeatedly through

14

indeed those freguent

15

show the depth of. New York's commitment to this policy.
Just

16

and it did

the course of that time, and

amendments to tie New York statute-

to answer Justice Powell’s question about

17

the Vietnam War and its being an undeclared war, New

18

York’s provision on this tracks very close!y,

19

York statute, the federal provisions which define

20

veterans* benefits in terms of time of war.

21

the relevant federal statute speaks of the Vietnam era,

22

and the President declared several times during the

23

course of the early '70s the end cf the Vietnam era, and

24

for statutory purposes that sufficed under federal

25

programs.'

as does vPy

Congress --
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1

Sew York adopted tie same terminology as far as

2

treating the Vietnam era as a time of war#

3

"ede-al government hi 1 done the same thing,

4
5

6
7

CHIEF JUSTICE PURGERi

since the
in essence.

Thank you, gentlemen.

The case is submitted.
(Whereupon, at 2;56 o'clock p.m., the case in
the above-entitled matter «as submitted.)
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